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Abstrat
The problem of extrating information on new and known N∗ resonanes by tting
isobar models to photonulear data is addressed. A new tting strategy, inorpo-
rating a geneti algorithm, is outlined. As an example, the method is applied to
a typial tree-level analysis of published p (γ,K+) Λ data. It is shown that, within
the limitations of this tree-level analysis, a resonane in addition to the known set
is required to obtain a reasonable t. An additional P11 resonane, with a mass of
about 1.9 GeV, gives the best agreement with the published data, but additional S11
or D13 resonanes annot be ruled out. Our geneti algorithm method predits that
photon beam asymmetry and double polarization p (γ,K+)Λ measurements should
provide the most sensitive information with respet to missing resonanes.
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1 Introdution
The spetrosopy of baryons ontinues to be a subjet of great interest in
intermediate energy nulear physis, sine it an essential omponent in under-
pinning our knowledge of the substruture of the nuleon. Central to this is
the issue of whih resonanes exist. Constituent quark models suh as those
proposed by Capstik and Roberts [1℄ predit a large number of resonanes
whih thus far have not been observed, whilst for models whih limit quark
degrees of freedom [2℄, the number of missing resonanes is less.
The majority of resonane information has been gleaned from analyses of single
pion prodution reations [3℄, and the suggestion that the missing resonanes
may ouple more strongly to other hannels [1,4℄ has led to a number of ex-
periments being proposed and arried out at intermediate energy aelerator
failities. Of partiular interest is the possibility of studying strangeness pro-
dution, sine this opens up the possibility of extrating extra N∗ information.
The use of eetive eld theories is neessary in the resonane region sine
QCD annot be solved perturbatively at this energy sale. Constituent quark
models are able to predit quantities suh as oupling onstants and eletro-
magneti form fators, but it is not straightforward for these models to predit
real observables, as a fundamental understanding of the underlying dynamis
is missing. By using an eetive eld theory to extrat oupling onstants from
ts to data, one an obtain numbers to ompare with quark model preditions.
A omplete understanding of the physis underlying the photonuleon data
∗
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in the resonane region will in priniple only be possible in a framework
that ontains all partiipating proesses whih inlude oupling to resonanes
[5,6,7,8,9℄. This means taking into aount meson prodution reations suh
as γN → πN, ππN, ηN, ωN, KΛ, KΣ, ..., as well as Compton sattering and
meson-indued prodution reations. This is learly an enormous task.
In a model adopting eetive degrees-of-freedom, the eld assoiated with eah
resonane has a number of free parameters whih are usually determined by
tting model alulations to data. In a full-blown oupled-hannels approah,
the number of free parameters ould easily end up being over 100. For suh
a proedure to be possible, a sizeable data set for eah of the ontributing
hannels is required. One diulty, whih is often overlooked, is the proess
of how to obtain a set of parameters whih leads to the best desription of the
data. Related to this is the issue of how to assign error bars and ondene
levels to the values of the extrated resonane parameters.
An analysis of a single hannel, whilst not omplete, oers the possibility of
simplifying the problem by reduing the number of free parameters to a man-
ageable size, and in being able to identify the most important features. Reent
attempts to analyse the p(γ,K+)Λ hannel in suh a framework have high-
lighted the tantalising prospet that previously undisovered resonanes may
reveal themselves in the mehanisms involving strangeness prodution. Mart
and Bennhold [10℄ used their tree-level hadrodynamial model to show that
the total ross-setion measured at SAPHIR [11℄ ould be reprodued by intro-
duing a D13(1895) resonane. This resonane does not appear in the Partile
Data Group baryon summary table as it had not been onlusively observed,
but was inluded in [10℄ beause of the predited oupling [1℄ to strange han-
nels. In addition to this, a reent re-analysis of pion photoprodution data
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[12℄ appeared to nd evidene for it. On the other hand, an analysis by Saghai
[13℄ argued that by tuning the bakground proesses involved, the need for
the extra resonane was removed. Both approahes were based on the analysis
of the SAPHIR data set, whih at that point amounted to around 100 data
points.
In a previous artile [14℄, we highlighted the problem of extrating reliable
resonane information from the limited set of p(γ,K+)Λ data points by per-
forming many independent tting alulations. Using a tting strategy based
on a geneti algorithm we illustrated that a large number of dierent solu-
tions resulted in similar χ2 values. We were able to group these solutions into
two main sets: one with D13 oupling onstants lose to zero (indiating its
non-existene), and one with signiantly non-zero D13 oupling onstants
(indiating its existene). We further showed that the measurement of polar-
ization observables, suh as photon beam asymmetry, ould have a pivotal role
in removing ambiguities.
We have now performed a systemati study into the feasibility of determining
the ombination of resonanes whih ontribute to the p(γ,K+)Λ reation. To
this end, we have used a typial tree-level desription of the reation proess
in ombination with a minimization proedure whih is speially designed
to quantify the relative suess of dierent ombinations of resonanes. This
proedure employs a geneti algorithmwhih is able to searh eiently a large
parameter spae, oupled with a onventional minimization routine to ensure
onvergene. We have benetted from adding new photon beam asymmetry
measurements from SPring-8 [15℄, as well as tting eletroprodution data
measured at Jeerson Lab [16℄.
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The struture of this paper is as follows. We outline the features of a typ-
ial tree-level p(γ,K+)Λ reation model in setion 2. Setion 3 desribes a
framework whih enables the extration of resonane information from exist-
ing photonuleon data, and disusses how to evaluate the reliability of the
information. As an example, the methodology is applied to a tree-level analy-
sis of p(γ,K+)Λ in setion 4. We disuss the results of our work and highlight
the important next steps in studying this problem. We present onlusions in
setion 5.
2 Model Formalism
We adopt a hadrodynamial framework for modelling kaon photoprodution
on the nuleon. The model we use has been desribed in previous work [17℄,
so we present only a brief summary here. The p(γ,K+)Λ reation proess is
desribed by hadroni degrees of freedom using an eetive Lagrangian. The
ontributioning diagrams are depited in gure 1. Every intermediate partile
in the reation is treated as an eetive eld with assoiated mass, photo-
oupling amplitudes and strong deay widths. Tree level Feynman diagrams
ontain the vetor K∗(892) and the axial-vetor K1(1270) t-hannel mesons,
as well as the usual Born terms. Two hyperon resonanes, the S01(1800) and
P01(1810) are present in the u-hannel. These ingredients onstitute the so-
alled bakground.
In Ref. [18℄ we stressed the diulties assoiated with parameterizing the
bakground diagrams in p(γ,K+)Λ alulations and presented results for three
plausible bakground shemes. Subsequent work [19℄ showed that the p(e, e′K+)Λ
proess is highly seletive with respet to viable hoies for dealing with the
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Figure 1. Diagrams ontributing to the p(γ,K+)Λ proess at the tree level. The
upper row orresponds to the Born terms in whih a proton is exhanged in the
s-hannel, a Λ or Σ+ in the u-hannel, and a K+ in the t -hannel. The lower
row shows the orresponding diagrams with the exhange of an exited partile or
resonane.
bakground diagrams. The model used here is the only one whih we found to
reprodue simultaneously the p(γ,K+)Λ and p(e, e′K+)Λ data.
The nite extension of the meson-baryon verties is implemented by the use
of hadroni form fators [20,21,22℄. We also note in passing that the validity of
this approah is only likely to be reasonable for photon energies below about
2 GeV, but its preise range of appliability remains to be established.
For the purposes of the present work, we have dened several versions of
our hadrodynamial model whih orrespond to dierent hoies of s-hannel
resonanes. For brevity, we subsequently refer to these as dierent model vari-
ants, but the fat that they are based on the same hadrodynamial framework
should be kept in mind. Eah variant inludes a ore set of resonanes,
onsisting of S11(1650), P11(1710) and P13(1720) whih are well known to on-
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tribute to the p(γ,K+)Λ reation [10,13,23℄. The variant ontaining only these
resonanes is referred to as the Core variant.
The other model variants eah ontain one other resonane of mass 1895 MeV.
A D13 resonane was hosen to be ompatible with our earlier work and be-
ause it had been proposed in [10℄. This in turn was motivated by the quark
model of Capstik and Roberts [1℄ whih showed that the D13 had the largest
oupling strength to the lowest spin states. However, rather than relying on
the preditions of a onstituent quark model alulation, we have tried dif-
ferent variants whih ontain a resonane of the same mass but alternative
quantum numbers. If another resonane does ontribute, the exat value of
its mass is not likely to be important. Eah of these variants is thus referred
to by the harater of the additional resonane: S11, P11, P13 and D13 . Our
previous analysis only used Core plus D13 resonanes [14℄.
We therefore have set up our programme of alulations to address the ques-
tions of whether an additional resonane is required in the desription of the
reation (Core versus non-Core variants), and what harater an additional
resonane might have (S11, P11, P13 and D13 variants).
3 Analysis Proedure
For eah model variant, we performed a set of alulations to extrat N∗ infor-
mation from the reation data. Eah set onsisted of 100 separate minimization
alulations. The data sets employed in the tting proedure inluded total
ross-setions, dierential photo-prodution ross-setions and reoil polariza-
tions from the SAPHIR data set [11℄, and photon beam-polarization asym-
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metries from SPring-8 [15℄. In addition, we also used separated longitudinal
and transverse eletroprodution data from Jeerson Lab [16℄, as well as total
eletroprodution ross setions from a variety of older soures [24,25,26℄.
The oupling onstants assoiated with the hadroni verties in all the am-
plitudes inluded in the model are free parameters in the tting proedure. A
desription of their exat denition is given in [27℄, but we briey list them
here for ompleteness: oupling onstants related to Born terms, gK+Λp and
gK+Σp; vetor and axial vetor mesons in the t−hannel, G
v
K∗, G
t
K∗, G
v
K1
and
GtK1; spin-
1
2
Y ∗ resonanes in the u−hannel, GY ∗Kp; spin-
1
2
N∗ resonanes
in the s−hannel, GN∗KΛ; spin-
3
2
N∗ resonanes in the s−hannel, G1N∗KΛ,
G2N∗KΛ and three o-shell parameters. Note that these onstants are produts
of both a hadroni part and an eletromagneti part. Two hadroni ut-o
parameters (one for all the Born terms, Λborn, and and for all resonanes in
the s−, t− and u− hannels, Λres) are also free parameters.
To ompare the relative suess of eah model variant in desribing the data,
we require two separate but related proedures: a searh for the best set of free
parameters for eah model variant, and a omparison amongst the dierent
model variants. The rst proedure is ahieved by varying the free parameters
and searhing for a minimum χ2 statisti by tting alulations to the data.
This is a fairly standard proedure, but we remind the reader in passing the
assumptions whih are impliitly required: the data points being tted must
be independent (the value of one does not aet the others), and error bars
on the points represent the standard deviations of a Gaussian probability
density. Both these requirements are likely to be approximately orret, and
thus minimising χ2 is equivalent to maximising a likelihood funtion. The
likelihood represents the probability that the data would be measured, given
8
a partiular set of free parameters.
Furthermore, there is the assumption that no partiular values of the free
parameters are to be favoured prior to the tting proedure. By imposing
limits on the free parameters (as we do through physis onstraints) this is
not stritly true, but will be approximately true if the limits are suiently
large. The whole proedure is then equivalent to maximising the probability
that a partiular set of free parameters is orret, given the experimental data,
by varying the free parameters.
Comparing dierent model variants needs to be done arefully, sine eah
one may have a dierent number of free parameters. The approah we take
impliitly employs Oam's razor by penalising model variants with more
free parameters.
3.1 Fitting
Eah model variant has at least 20 parameters whih need to be extrated
by tting the alulations to the data. Traditional optimizing routines require
a rst guess at parameter values. Whilst some prior experiene an be used
to estimate the starting values, in a parameter spae of this size it is very
diult to judge whether an optimum found by an optimizer is loal or global.
In previous work [17℄ a simulated annealing strategy was adopted, however we
subsequently found [14℄ that using a geneti algorithm (GA) in ombination
with a traditional optimizer, MINUIT [28℄, oered many advantages. The GA
is able to searh a large region of parameter spae and very quikly arrives
at reasonable solutions, whereas a minimizer suh as MINUIT, whih uses
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a Davidon-Flether-Powell algorithm, is able to take the solutions from the
GA as starting points and nd optima, provided the starting points are not
too far from the optimum. This strategy thus plays to the strengths of both
algorithms.
Geneti algorithms are a lass of searh strategies known as evolutionary om-
puting. A number of exellent texts on GAs exist (e.g. [29,30℄), so we will only
briey sketh the strategy we have employed. The idea is to generate a num-
ber of trial solutions randomly. In this implementation, eah solution is an
enoding of trial values of the free parameters as a string of real numbers
{λi}, where λi represents the value of free parameter i.
The olletion of solutions is referred to as a population. Eah solution in
the population is used to evaluate a funtion whih determines its tness. In
our ase the tness funtion is
f {λi} =
1
1 + χ2 {λi}
,
where χ2 {λi} is the result of running the alulation of all the experimental
observables and omparing with the available data.
The population is then evolved in a manner analogous to biologial evolu-
tion. One or two solutions are seleted from the urrent population, where
solutions with greater tness funtion values are seleted preferentially, but
not exlusively. When one solution is seleted, it is subjeted to a mutation,
where one or more of the free parameters are altered at random.
When two solutions are seleted, a new individual is reated by rossover of
the enoded parameters in eah solution. In this implementation, rossover is
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performed by a number of dierent funtions, hosen at random, whih fall
broadly into two ategories. The rst is to swap one or more parameters from
solution {λi} to solution {µi}, λi ↔ µi two obtain two hild solutions. The
seond takes parameters from eah solution and forms one hild by assigning
it new parameters {νi} alulated by a weighted averaged: νi =
w1λi+w2µi
w1+w2
.
A new tness is then evaluated, and if it is better than the worst urrent
tness in the population, the new solution replaes the previous worst. This
is often referred to as a steady state GA. The population therefore gradually
migrates to one or more better points in parameter spae, and if the routine
is run for long enough, it will onverge on one optimum. Whilst this optimum
is not guaranteed to be global, GA researh [30℄ has shown that reasonable
solutions an be found very eiently, even when no prior information has
been used to onstrain the free parameters. For instane, in our alulations,
the best-of-generation solutions at the start of a run have χ2 values of order
106 but this will be redued to of order 10 after only 5000 evaluations of the
objetive funtion. If gradient methods were employed using suh a random
hoie of initial starting values, it is highly likely they would be trapped in
loal minima. Note also that ompared to the simulated annealing strategy
used in previous work [17,18,19,31℄ we have redued the number of funtion
evaluations by a fator of 10. Whereas no one strategy an be optimum for
all problems, the GA is likely to be highly eient for problems suh as the
present one with many parameters and ompliated χ2 surfaes. The best-of-
generation solutions at the end of eah GA run an be used as starting points
for a MINUIT minimization.
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The omplete strategy for analysis of eah model was as follows:
(1) 100 GA alulations were initiated. Eah GA alulation used a popula-
tion of 200 and was run for 5000 evaluations of the objetive funtion.
The limits for eah parameter were deliberately hosen to dene a large
region of parameter spae.
(2) The best solution from eah GA alulation was used as a starting point
for a MINUIT minimization whih was run for a further 5000 funtion
evaluations. At this point very few, if any, of the MINUIT alulations
had ahieved onvergene and the residual values of χ2 were too high; a
more limited searh spae was required.
(3) The parameters assoiated with eah of the 100 MINUIT solutions were
then examined. The set of solutions whose χ2 values were within 1.0 of
the urrent best χ2 were seleted. A new, tighter set of limits for eah
parameter was dened from the range of parameter values exhibited by
the hosen subset of solutions. This typially redued parameter ranges
by fators of 5-10.
(4) 100 new GA alulations were initiated, the only dierene from before
being the smaller region of parameter spae in whih the searh was
performed.
(5) As before, the best solution from eah GA alulation was used to initiate
MINUIT alulations. A few alulations had onverged at this point. It
was lear, however, that the alulations had not onverged to the same
optimum, so to investigate this, we proeeded to try to obtain onvergene
for all the alulations.
(6) The MINUIT solutions were then re-inserted bak into the GA popula-
tions. Sine the inserted solution was likely to be the ttest solution
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in the population, this would ause the GA to onentrate more on a
partiular region of parameter spae. Furthermore, the populations from
eah of the 100 GA alulations were mixed. This is a variation on what
is known as an island population mixing sheme, and an be shown to be
beneial in ases where separate GAs are onverging on dierent optima.
(7) A third run of the 100 GA alulations was now performed.
(8) A nal MINUIT alulation for eah of the 100 GA best solutions was
done. At this point, all the alulations had onverged.
The result for eah model variant was 100 solutions, eah of whih represented
a onverged minimization by MINUIT. As we noted in [14℄, we observed that
eah solution was unique, even although they had roughly similar χ2 values.
In other words, there were at least 100 loal minima in the χ2 surfae.
The fat that eah alulation appears to nd a dierent loal minimum shows
that the optimization problem may be ill-posed. The reason for this ould be
either that the reation model laks an ingredient whih is neessary to ob-
tain reproduible minimization results, or that the experimental data ontain
systemati unertainties whih render them inonsistent with eah other, or
that both the model and the data are problemati. From this observation, we
aution that it is not possible to extrat the magnitudes of oupling onstants
to high preision by tting hadrodynamial models suh as ours (and by ex-
tension other similar models) to a relatively small number of photoprodution
data points.
What is observed however, is that the best of the alulations (i.e. those with
the lowest χ2 values) tend to luster around partiular regions in parameter
spae. Our previous work [14℄ showed that this still resulted in onsiderable
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ambiguities in the alulations of un-measured observables, and pointed to
quantities suh as photon asymmetry as being very useful in reduing the un-
ertainties in parameter values. The additional data used in the present work
are the beam polarization data from the SPring-8/LEPS faility [15℄ and ele-
troprodution data [16,24,25,26℄, and it appears they have aeted a marked
redution in the regions of parameter spae whih give a good t to the data
(see setion 4). This is a valuable observation. It shows that our original work,
in agreement with others (e.g. [10℄), was able to predit the measurements
whih would most signiantly improve the omparison between data and
theory.
3.2 Model Variant Comparison
Whilst the best t for eah model was obtained by minimising χ2, this does
not take into aount the dierent number of free parameters in eah model,
or how small a region of parameter spae orresponds to a reasonable t. A
full desription of the framework we have employed is given in the appendix,
but we sketh the salient points here.
Comparing two model variants (A and B, say), we an evaluate the ratio of
the likelihood funtions:
P (D|A)
P (D|B)
, (1)
where P (D|A) (P (D|B) ) is the probability that the data D would be ob-
tained, assuming that variantA (B) were true. Under some reasonable assump-
tions (as mentioned previously), minimising χ2 is equivalent to maximising the
likelihood, but what is atually obtained ould be written as P
(
D|λMPi , A
)
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(where MP stands for most probable). This expression indiates that the
maximum likelihood depends on the parameters of the model, λi, whereas
Eq.1 requires there to be no dependene on the free parameters of either vari-
ant.
Using further approximations, we obtain for variant A the expression (with a
similar one for variant B):
P (D|A) ∝ P
(
D|λMP , A
) ∏N
i δλ
MP
i∏N
i (λ
max
i − λ
min
i )
, (2)
where there are N free parameters, λmaxi and λ
min
i represent the maximum and
minimum limits of searh spae for parameter λi, and δλ
MP
i is the unertainty
in the most probable value of parameter λi. The seond fator in Eq.2 is
often referred to as the Oam fator, sine it penalizes model variants with
more free parameters. It is most easily interpreted as a produt of N fators,
eah one a ratio of tted error bar size to searh spae size for parameter λi.
Model variants whose parameter error bars are relatively large are thus more
favoured by the data sine it means that there is a larger region of parameter
spae whih gives a good t of the model to the data. The ratio in equation
1 beomes not just a ratio of maximum likelihoods, but is multiplied by the
ratio of Oam fators.
Coupling onstants assoiated with the Born amplitudes and the uto pa-
rameters were free parameters in the tting proedure, but tended to migrate
to limits imposed by physial onsiderations suh as SU(3) symmetry. How-
ever, for all model variants these parameters were roughly similar, and so were
uninteresting from a physial point of view. We therefore redued the ee-
tive number of free parameters after the tting proedure by onsidering only
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those parameters whih related are to oupling onstants of resonanes in the
s-hannel.
4 Results and disussion
4.1 Fits to the available data
The results from the tting alulations are summarized in table 1. The fators
quoted in the table are desribed as follows:
(1) χ2: The value quoted is the lowest χ2 per data point found for eah model
variant.
(2) Number of free parameters: This is the number of s-hannel reso-
nane oupling onstants whih were varied in the tting proedure, as
explained in setion 3.
(3) Number of best alulations: For eah model variant, a histogram
of the number of alulations versus χ2 was produed. Fig. 2 shows three
suh histograms representing the results from the P11, P13 and D13 model
variants. Remembering that eah alulation is a onverged MINUIT re-
sult, it an be seen that there is a range of χ2 values for eah variant.
Examination of gure 2 reveals signiant dierenes in the results a-
ording to model variant. For instane, P11 shows a large number of al-
ulations at one value of χ2 (at the level of histogram binning), whereas
P13 shows a muh wider range in χ
2
, but there is one alulation whih
has attained a muh better χ2 than all the others, and D13 is somewhere
in between the two. One an also see that D13 ontains alulations with
the lowest χ2, but there are only a handful of them, whilst P11 has a large
16
Model Variant Core S11 P11 P13 D13
χ2 5.14 4.47 3.47 3.75 3.35
Number of free parameters 4 5 5 6 6
Number of good alulations 15 1 64 1 8
Oam fator 1.000 3.278 5.556 0.018 1.167
Ratio of Posterior Probabilities 1.000 4.500 12.571 0.035 2.786
Table 1
Results from the tting alulations. The various fators are explained in the text.
fration of its alulations in the lowest χ2 peak. The number of best
alulations represents the number in the lowest χ2 peak for eah model
variant.
(4) Oam fator: The Oam fators are also inluded to show how the
various model variants are penalized for having either a larger number
of free parameters, or whih obtain good ts only in a smaller region
of parameter spae. They are normalized to the value obtained for the
Core variant.
(5) Ratio of Posterior Probabilities: The gures quoted are the result
of applying the formulae derived in setion 3 and the appendix. As with
the Oam fator, they are also normalized to the value obtained for the
Core variant.
The raw χ2 results show that the D13 model variant gives the best t to
data (in agreement with other preditions [10℄), but that the P11 and P13
variants also give omparable ts. However, one the Oam fator is taken
into aount, the ratio of posterior probabilities show that the P11 variant is
17
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Figure 2. Histograms of the number of alulations resulting in χ2 values
favoured by a fator of 4.5 overD13 and a fator of 359 over P13. It is interesting
to note that this mirrors the intuitive feeling we obtained when examining
the distributions of χ2 results shown in gure 2, i.e. the model variant with
the greater number of low χ2 alulations (P11) is favoured over the one with
very few (P13). It is also interesting to note that S11 is slightly favoured over
D13, even although the raw t to data is not as good; this presumably reets
the fat that D13 ontains more parameters than S11.
The main points we would like to onlude from this are:
(1) The available data show evidene that, within our model framework, an
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additional resonane is required.
(2) The quantum numbers of the additional resonane are not possible to
asertain (given the amount of experimental data), but the present data
set give greatest support to the hypothesis that it is a P11.
4.2 Comparison with the data used in the tting proedure
In order to show how well eah model variant an t the data, we present a
seletion of plots whih show the omparison. For eah variant, the parameters
found by the tting alulation whih produed the best χ2 value have been
used. Our previous work [14℄ showed alulations using many dierent tted
parameter sets to make the point that a great deal of ambiguity remained
after ts to data. However, now that we have inluded new data points in the
tting proess, namely the photon beam asymmetry and eletroprodution
data, the ambiguity in parameters within the same model has been drastially
redued. We therefore restrit ourselves to plotting one alulation for eah
model variant, sine the dierenes within a model variant are muh smaller
than the dierenes amongst the dierent variants.
Figure 3 shows the omparison of all the model variants to the total p(γ,K+)Λ
ross-setion data, whilst gures 4 and 5 show typial dierential ross-setion
and reoil polarization ts respetively. At this point we note that the four
model variants whih inlude an additional resonane are able to reprodue a
resonant bump in the total ross-setion, whilst the ore variant annot.
The reoil polarizaton in gure 5 again shows that an additional resonane is
required in order to reprodue the data espeially at bakward angles. Whilst
19
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Figure 3. Total ross-setion for the p(γ,K+)Λ reation. The data points are from
[11℄. The model variant alulations are: ore set (solid line), S11 (dashed line), P11
(small irles), P13 (dot-dashed line) and D13 (solid plus irles).
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Figure 4. Fit of eah model variant to dierential ross-setion data. The lines have
the same meaning as in gure 3.
a bump in the total ross-setion was reprodued by Saghai [13℄ by altering
an ingredient of the bakground proesses, it is unlikely that the tuning of the
bakground ould result in a substantial non-zero reoil polarization as seen
in the data. This observation may be a further indiation that an additional
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Figure 5. Fit of eah model variant to the reoil polarisation data. The lines have
the same meaning as in gure 3.
resonane is required in this energy range.
Figure 6 shows the alulations ompared to the reent SPring-8 photon asym-
metry [15℄. It is lear that these data have greatly inuened the overall t,
sine they tie down all the alulations at forward angles. Indeed, we predited
that this would be the ase [14℄. However, espeially at the lower energy set-
ting (1.55 GeV), it is still the ase that there is a large dierene in the model
alulations over most of the angular range. Measurements over an extended
range of angle would therefore be very useful to onstrain further the tting
proedure. At 1.55 GeV, even an asymmetry averaged over the entire angu-
lar range would disriminate between the P11 and D13 alulations, sine the
preditions are negative and positive respetively.
Comparisons with eletroprodution data are presented in gure 7. Longitu-
dinal, transverse and ombined dierential ross-setions are shown. It is lear
that agreement with the transverse ross setion is the least good of all the
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Figure 6. Fit of eah model variant to photon beam asymmetry data. The data are
from [15℄, and the lines have the same meaning as in gure 3.
omparisons with data, and is probably responsible for the residual high val-
ues of χ2 found in the tting proess. However, we note that there is virtually
no dierene amongst the model variants in the ombined ross-setions, and
only a small sale and form dierene in the separated ross-setions. In other
words, these eletroprodution observables are relatively insensitive to details
of the resonanes in the reation, and mirror our previous work [19℄ where we
onluded that they are highly inuened by bakground proesses.
For ompleteness, and to summarize the results of our analysis, we show in
table 2 the values of the resonane oupling onstants whih orrespond to
the best t alulation for eah model variant. In addition, we show graphi-
ally the range and orrelation of the oupling onstant values in gure 8, for
those oupling onstants whih are ommon to all models
1
. Error bars (where
1
Note that in gure 4 of referene [14℄, there was an error in the normalisation of
the P13(1720) and D13(1895) oupling onstants. The values used in the alulations
of that artile were orret.
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Figure 7. Fits of model variants to eletroprodution data. The separated longitudi-
nal (L) and transverse (T) dierential ross setion lled square data are from [16℄
at W = 1.84GeV and θ⋆qK = 0
◦
, and the Q2 = 0 (photoprodution point) from [11℄
is shown as a omparison. The ombined (T+L) dierential ross-setion data are
from [24,25,26℄ at W = 2.15GeV and θ⋆qK = 8
◦
. The lines have the same meaning as
in gure 3.
shown) indiate the spread (standard deviation) of the values for the best
alulations, dened in table 1, otherwise the spread is less than the size of
the symbol. This plot indiates that the values extrated from the proess are
indeed highly orrelated with the hoie of additional resonane, as there are
no disernable similarities in values and there is also a sizeable spread.
4.3 Comparisons with other data
A reent experiment using the CLAS detetor at Jeerson Lab [32℄ has mea-
sured the transferred polarization in the exlusive p(~e, e′K+)~Λ reation. Figure
9 shows the omparison of the model variants with this data set. We have not
used this data in the tting routine beause the alulation of eah point
would require an averaging over the phase-spae of eah data bin, thereby sig-
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Model Variant
Coupling Constant Core S11 P11 P13 D13
G[S11(1650)] −8.1 × 10
−2 ± 3.6× 10−5 −4.9× 10−2 −7.2× 10−2 ± 2.1× 10−4 −9.1× 10−2 −6.9× 10−2 ± 2.2 × 10−4
G[P11(1710)] −4.3 × 10
−2 ± 9.4× 10−5 −1.1× 10−1 −4.4× 10−2 ± 1.4× 10−3 −1.1× 10−1 −8.9× 10−2 ± 3.5 × 10−3
G(1)[P13(1720)] 1.7× 10
−2 ± 1.2 × 10−5 1.3 × 10−2 2.2× 10−2 ± 1.6× 10−4 2.2× 10−2 7.3 × 10−3 ± 2.8× 10−4
G(2)[P13(1720)] 4.9× 10
−2 ± 6.0 × 10−5 −8.2× 10−3 3.6× 10−2 ± 6.9× 10−4 2.4× 10−2 7.4 × 10−3 ± 1.8× 10−3
G[S11(1895)] - 8.7 × 10
−2
- - -
G[P11(1895)] - - −3.8× 10
−1 ± 5.5× 10−4 - -
G(1)[P13(1895)] - - - 2.1× 10
−2
-
G(2)[P13(1895)] - - - 2.1× 10
−2
-
G(1)[D13(1895)] - - - - −2.2× 10
−1 ± 5.7 × 10−4
G(2)[D13(1895)] - - - - −2.5× 10
−2 ± 8.0 × 10−4
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Figure 8. Depition of the values of the main oupling onstant found for eah model
variant. The meaning of the symbols are: irle - ore set, square - S11, upright
triangle - P11, downwards triangle - P13 and star - D13.
niantly inreasing the omputational time. Instead we show the preditions
for eah model variant, based on the extrated free parameters desribed in
4.2. All the alulations show moderate agreement with the data, with the ex-
eption of the P ′x observable whih was measured to be onsistent with zero,
where none of the model variants appear to be able to reprodue this be-
haviour. It was suggested in [32℄ that this may be due to the prodution of ss¯
quark pairs with anti-aligned spins. This is beyond the sope of the present
hadrodynamial model. However, in ommon with the separated longitudinal
and transverse dierential ross-setions, there is relatively little sensitivity to
details of whih resonanes are inluded in the reation alulations, whih
indiates that this reation is not best one to searh for missing resonanes.
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Figure 9. Comparison with the double polarization eletroprodution data of ref.
[32℄. The line onventions are the same as Fig. 3.
4.4 Preditions for other observables
We have already seen that a more omprehensive measurement of the pho-
ton beam asymmetry would be highly sensitive to the hoie of resonane in
the reation. With the prospet of double polarization photoprodution ex-
periments [33℄, we present some preditions, based on the models desribed
above and using the parameters found in the tting proedures. The authors
of [33℄ have proposed to measure beam-target, target-reoil and beam-reoil
polarizations for both p(γ,K+)Λ and p(γ,K+)Σ reations at a photon beam
energy of 1.5 GeV.
Figures 10 and 11 show the results of the alulations using eah of our models
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Figure 10. Beam-reoil polarization predition for linearly (top panels) and irularly
(bottom panels) polarized photons.
of beam-reoil and beam-target polarization for the p(γ,K+)Λ reation only.
Beam-target, target-reoil and beam-reoil polarizations are not independent,
although in pratie the measurement of all three would be desirable to limit
systemati eets. All the observables show a high degree of sensitivity to the
hoie of resonane. One ould therefore imagine that the measurement of a
few seleted points would be highly valuable in determining the dynamis of
the reation.
5 Conlusion
A framework for analysing p(γ,K+)Λ reation data sets has been presented.
Using the foundation of a tree-level hadrodynamial model, we have shown
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Figure 11. Beam-target polarization predition for irularly (top panels) and lin-
early (bottom panels) polarized photons.
that the extration of oupling onstants by tting to data is not trivial. The
strong suggestion from our work is that tting proedures should be arried
out several times in order to establish how reliable the extrated numbers
are. Carrying out the tting proedure using a hybrid of a geneti algorithm
and a traditional minimizer has been shown to play to the strengths of both
strategies, and arrying out many alulations in parallel allows a thorough
investigation of the harater of the searh spae. Any onlusions from suh
proedures must take into aount the unertainty resulting from alulations
whih onverge on dierent optima in parameter spae.
From the analysis shown here, we have reasonable evidene that an extra
resonane is required to explain the p(γ,K+)Λ reation data within our model.
The study shows that the data urrently favour the presene of an additional
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P11 resonane of mass 1895 MeV, but that S11 and D13 resonanes are also
weakly supported and annot therefore be ruled out. We have not studied how
ombinations of additional resonanes might improve the desription. A rm
onlusion awaits further data and a full-blown theoretial oupled-hannel
analysis to pin down the remaining unertainty. There is a strong possibility
that a GA may be of great value in the minimization required in a oupled-
hannel approah.
We have shown that whilst the dierent model variants do a reasonable job of
desribing the p(e, e′K+)Λ data, they are relatively insensitive to the details
of the ontributing resonanes. The polarization observables in photoprodu-
tion reations remain the best andidates for investigating the nature of any
additional resonanes.
We are aware that further omprehensive data sets have been published [34,35℄.
We look forward to being able to use this to improve the quality of the infor-
mation extrated in our approah. In addition, the inlusion of radiative kaon
apture data [36℄ may provide further onstraints on the values of resonane
ouplings. However, we note that in this reation, whih is rossed-symmetri
to the p(γ,K+)Λ studied above, oupled hannel eets have been shown to
be important [37,38℄.
This work was supported by the UK's Engineering and Physial Sienes Re-
searh Counil, and the Fund for Sienti Researh - Flanders.
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Appendix: Model omparison
We ompare the relative suess of the dierent model variants by evaluating
the ratios of the maximum posterior probabilities [39℄. To ompare variants A
and B the ratio, after appliation of Bayes Theorem, beomes
P (A|D)
P (B|D)
=
P (D|A)P (A)
P (D|B)P (B)
,
where P (A|D) is the maximum posterior probability for variant A, P (D|A)
is the probability that the data would be obtained, assuming variant A to be
true, P (A) is the a priori probability that variant A is orret and similarly
for variant B. With no prior prejudie as to whih variant is orret, we obtain
the ratio of likelihoods:
P (D|A)
P (D|B)
.
The likelihood P (D|A) is an integral over the joint likelihood P (D, {λi} |A),
where {λi} represents a set of free parameters:
P (D|A) =
∫
P (D, λi|A) dλi
=
∫
P (D|λi, A)P (λi|A) dλi
, (3)
where we have dropped the urly brakets for onveniene. Model variants
may have dierent numbers of parameters, and the multi-dimensional integral
in equation 3 is the formal means of handling the problem. The funtion
P (λi|A) is the prior probability that the parameters take on spei values.
With no prior prejudie, we assume that eah parameter λi lies in the range
λmini ≤ λi ≤ λ
max
i , and we an write the prior as the reiproal of the volume of
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a hyperube in parameter searh spae (N-dimensional for N free parameters):
P (λi|A) =
1∏N
i (λ
max
i − λ
min
i )
.
To evaluate the volume of the hyperube in parameter spae for eah variant,
the limits dened after the rst GA plus MINUIT alulations were used, and
in general they were dierent for eah variant.
The fator P (D|λi, A) in the integrand of equation 3 is not trivial to evaluate.
If the errors in the tted parameters, δλMPi orresponding to the maximum
likelihood are multivariate Gaussian, it an be shown that
P (D|λi, A) ∝ P
(
D|λMPi , A
)
Det−
1
2
(
H
2π
)
, (4)
where H = −▽2 lnP (λ|D,A) is the Hessian matrix, and is the inverse of the
error matrix obtained in the tting proess whih yields λMP . The explana-
tions for this are given in standard texts on Bayesian data analysis [39℄.
Equation 4 an thus be written as
P (D|A) ∝ P
(
D|λMPi , A
) Det− 12 (H
2π
)
∏N
i (λ
max
i − λ
min
i )
, (5)
where the seond fator is the Oam fator. We make a further simpliation
in our ase. As mentioned in the main text, some of the free parameters, suh as
those respresenting oupling onstants assoiated with Born amplitudes and
uto parameters tended to migrate to limits. Apart from being physially
uninteresting, this also aused the determinant of the error matrix to be
very sensitive to details of these tted parameters, sine the errors on eah
were very small. The physially interesting parameters are the ones whih
relate to resonanes in the s-hannel.
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Rather than re-doing the whole minimization proedure with xed Born ampli-
tudes and utos (whih we deemed unneessary due to the likely inauray
of the results from tting to a limited data set), we took the errors on the most
probable parameter values from the MINUIT alulations. MINUIT returns
values whih take into aount the eet of orrelations amongst parameters,
so we applied the approximation
Det−
1
2
(
H
2π
)
=
M∏
i
δλMPi ,
where M is the redued number of parameters.
The Oam fator for eah variant was therefore redued to
∏M
i δλ
MP
i∏M
i (λ
max
i − λ
min
i )
.
The rst fator in equation 5 an be evaluated up to a sale fator by
P
(
D|λMP , A
)
∝ exp
(
−
χ2
2
)
.
Hene, by taking a ratio of the total likelihoods for two variants, all ommon
fators will divide out, leaving a gure whih represents the relative probability
of two variants being orret.
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